The question of how people should structure goal-directed activity to maximize the likelihood of goal attainment is one of theoretical and practical significance. In particular, should people begin by attempting relatively easy tasks or more difficult ones? How might these differing strategies affect the likelihood of completing the overarching goal? The authors examine this question in the context of an important goal for a large number of consumers-getting out of debt. Using a data set obtained from a debt settlement firm, they find that (1) closing debt accounts is predictive of debt elimination regardless of the dollar balance of the closed accounts, whereas (2) the dollar balance of closed accounts is not predictive of debt elimination when controlling for the fraction of accounts closed. These findings suggest that completing discrete subtasks might motivate consumers to persist in pursuit of a goal. The authors discuss implications for goal pursuit generally and for consumer debt management specifically. Successful goal pursuit often requires performing a set of actions (or subgoals) over an extended period of time (Anzai and Simon 1979; Newell and Simon 1972) . For example, to write a scientific paper, a researcher might need to draft a conceptual development section, a methods and results section, and a discussion section. Similarly, to get out of debt, a consumer might need to pay off each of several individual debt accounts. In a broader sense, a person might group any number of tasks (e.g., errands) into a set or "checklist" of tasks that he aims to complete. Although the tasks composing this overall goal might be performed in parallel in some cases, in many other cases they will bebecause of either necessity or convenience-performed in a temporal sequence of discrete steps (Newell and Simon 1972).
Successful goal pursuit often requires performing a set of actions (or subgoals) over an extended period of time (Anzai and Simon 1979; Newell and Simon 1972) . For example, to write a scientific paper, a researcher might need to draft a conceptual development section, a methods and results section, and a discussion section. Similarly, to get out of debt, a consumer might need to pay off each of several individual debt accounts. In a broader sense, a person might group any number of tasks (e.g., errands) into a set or "checklist" of tasks that he aims to complete. Although the tasks composing this overall goal might be performed in parallel in some cases, in many other cases they will bebecause of either necessity or convenience-performed in a temporal sequence of discrete steps (Newell and Simon 1972) .
As a result, the question of how people should structure the temporal sequence in which subgoals are pursued to maximize the likelihood of completing the overall goal is one of great theoretical and practical interest. For example, with respect to the preceding illustrations, should a researcher begin writing by addressing the complex conceptual development section of a paper first? Or should she begin with the relatively easier task of writing up the results? Likewise, should a consumer attempt to pay off small debts ahead of larger debts, or vice versa? More broadly, should people begin with the easy tasks on their to-do list so they can quickly check off a few items? Or should they begin with the more difficult tasks to get them out of the way?
Whereas past research in both marketing and psychology has identified important psychological processes that bear on this question (Amir and Ariely 2008; Anzai and Simon 1979; Bandura 1997; Catrambone 1998; Fishbach and Dhar 2005; Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang 2006; Heath, Larrick, and Wu 1999; Khan and Dhar 2006; Shah and Kruglanski 2002; Thorndike 1898; Wertenbroch, Soman, and Chattopadhyay 2007) , the mechanisms identified can lead to conflicting conclusions regarding whether, in practice, a person should begin goal pursuit by taking on relatively easy or relatively difficult subtasks. For example, research indicates that the act of completing subtasks will increase self-efficacy (Bandura 1997) , suggesting that people should complete relatively easy tasks first to experience the motivational benefits of greater self-efficacy. In contrast, other research shows that completing subgoals can lead people to switch their attention to unrelated goals (Fishbach and Dhar 2005; Kruglanski et al. 2002; Shah and Kruglanski 2002) , suggesting that people might be better off maintaining their focus on an overall goal rather than on completing individual subgoals. Thus, although prior research on subgoal completion provides important theoretical insights, the sum of past findings does not readily yield actionable recommendations for goal pursuit in a real setting.
In the present investigation, we aim to provide insight into this question by examining how completing discrete subgoals influences overall goal attainment (beyond the absolute progress made toward the overall goal by virtue of subgoal completion) in the context of a long-term realworld goal. Specifically, we perform our investigation in the context of getting out of debt, a highly consequential goal for a large number of consumers. Two factors motivate our choice of this context. First, because most people are familiar with consumer debt and because consumer debts are generally spread out over many debt accounts, it provides a natural context in which to examine the effect of subgoal completion on overall goal attainment. Second, with global consumer debt measured in the trillions of dollars (Experian 2009 ), the best approach to reduce and eliminate debt has important implications for both consumers and policy makers.
To perform our investigation, we obtained a highly unique data set from a leading consumer debt settlement firm (viz., Freedom Financial Network) . Using these data, we test whether closing individual debt accounts affects a consumer's likelihood of eliminating overall debt (regardless of the absolute amount of debt in the closed accounts). That is, at a particular point in a debt management program, is closing a higher fraction of outstanding accounts predictive of (eventually) closing all outstanding accounts when controlling for the fraction of total dollar debt contained in those accounts? The answer to this question should provide insight into the broader question of whether subgoal completion motivates people to persist in pursuit of a superordinate goal.
The remainder of our article is organized as follows. We next discuss prior literature in psychology and marketing pertinent to the question of how subgoal completion affects goal persistence. Subsequently, we describe the consumer debt settlement process and how its various features allow us to address our research question. Afterward, we describe our data set and the analyses we performed. We conclude by discussing theoretical and practical implications of our findings.
CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT The Psychology of Goal Progress
Prior research suggests that the perception of progress toward a goal has a strong and positive motivational effect on goal pursuit. In the context of choice, Soman and Shi (2003) show that, when choosing among alternative service routes (e.g., flights from New York to Paris), people prefer a path toward a goal in which progress is continuous rather than a path that involves an interruption in forward progress. This holds even when both paths ultimately lead to reaching the goal in the same period of time (e.g., people prefer to take one step forward to taking one step back and two steps forward) and, in some cases, even when the interrupted path ultimately leads to more rapid goal attainment. Although Soman and Shi examine people's choice of paths toward a goal and not the temporal course of actual goal pursuit, their findings raise the possibility that consumers will be happier, and thus potentially more motivated to persist in pursuit of a goal, when they receive feedback that they are making progress toward their goal.
Consistent with this conjecture, research examining the temporal relationship between goal progress and goal persistence indicates that the perception of goal progress increases goal persistence. This finding, termed the "goal gradient hypothesis," has been observed among both animals (Brown 1948; Hull 1932 Hull , 1934 Miller 1944 ) and humans (Cheema and Bagchi 2011; Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng 2006; Nunes and Drèze 2006) . For example, Kivetz, Urminsky, and Zheng (2006) find that coffee shop customers participating in a frequency reward program accelerated their purchases as they got closer to obtaining a reward.
Although a multitude of factors may be driving the relationship between the perception of progress and increased goal persistence, prior research has identified three main elements. First, a goal, by serving as a focal point of directed activity, is a natural reference point according to which people evaluate success or failure (Carver and Scheier 1998) . As a result, the motivation to attain a goal is thought to mirror the pattern of prospect theory's value function (i.e., convex in the domain of losses and concave in the domain of gains [Kahneman and Tversky 1979] ). Consequently, as a person moves closer to attaining his goal, the goal gradient is believed to become steeper, thus reflecting increased motivation to attain the goal. (Conversely, researchers believe motivation to engage in goalcongruent activity declines after the goal is attained, mirroring the concavity of the value function in the domain of gains [Heath, Larrick, and Wu 1999, Kivetz and Zheng 2006] .) Second, the degree of perceived progress can serve to signal that the person is committed to the goal, thereby motivating accelerated goal pursuit (Fishbach and Dhar 2005; see also Staw 1981) . Finally, goal progress can lead to increased goal persistence because the accomplished progress can bolster perceived self-efficacy with respect to the overall goal (Bandura 1997) . These rationales and prior empirical work demonstrating that goal progress leads to increased goal persistence lead to our first hypothesis: H 1 (General): All else being equal, as the fraction of the distance to the goal that has been completed increases, so does a person's likelihood of attaining the overall goal. H 1 (Application): All else being equal, as the fraction of total dollar debt paid off increases, so does a person's likelihood of eliminating her debts.
The Psychology of Subgoal Completion
Objectively, subgoal completion is simply a marker of a certain amount of absolute progress. Therefore, one might expect that completing subgoals would have no impact on goal persistence independent of the effects of absolute progress (i.e., beyond the progress toward the over-all goal implied by completion of the subgoal). However, research suggests several psychological factors associated with the mere completion of subgoals that might affect goal persistence.
Indeed, research shows that consumers frequently rely on discrete quantities as proxies for more continuous quantities even when the mapping between the discrete and absolute quantities is not especially meaningful (Amir and Ariely 2008; Gourville and Koehler 2004; Raghubir and Srivastava 2002; Shafir, Diamond, and Tversky 1997; Wertenbroch, Soman, and Chattopadhyay 2007) . For example, Raghubir and Srivastava (2002) find that consumers tended to (1) spend less in a foreign currency than in their home currency when the foreign currency was nominally less valuable than the home currency and (2) spend more in the foreign currency when the foreign currency was nominally more valuable than the home currency. This suggests that consumers anchor to some degree on the number of currency units spent rather than solely on the purchasing power of the currency. Analogously, in the context of subtask completion, consumers' perceptions of progress are likely to depend on the number or fraction of subtasks completed rather than simply on the absolute progress made toward the goal. Thus, it could be expected that completing a discrete subtask would evoke a perception of progress and thereby motivate consumers to persist toward their overall goal (i.e., because perceived progress is thought to increase goal persistence through the routes discussed in the previous subsection, "The Psychology of Goal Progress").
However, the nature of subgoals suggests that completing them might give rise to additional effects on goal persistence beyond simply affecting the perception of progress. One reason is that subgoals, by allowing for natural breaks in the course of goal pursuit, often serve as the focus of goal-directed activity (Amir and Ariely 2008; Anzai and Simon 1979; Catrambone 1998; Newell and Simon 1972; Singley and Anderson 1989) . As a consequence, a subgoal-rather than the superordinate goal-may become the most salient reference point for directed activity, thus resulting in increased motivation as a person gets closer to attaining the subgoal (i.e., the goal gradient becomes steeper as the person approaches the subgoal) followed by a subsequent decline. Concretely, this decline can be attributed to the idea that, by serving as the focus of directed activity, a subgoal can provide a tangible sense of achievement upon its completion. 1 While such attainment is intrinsically rewarding, the sense of achievement it provides can lead to a sense of complacency and thereby to reduced superordinate goal persistence (i.e., "resting on one's laurels"; Amir and Ariely 2008; Fishbach and Dhar 2005; Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang 2006) .
A focus on subgoal completion has another related consequence that is thought to arise because people frequently pursue multiple goals that compete for limited attentional resources Shah and Kruglanski 2002) . Because the existence of a subgoal can shift a person's focus away from the superordinate goal and toward the subgoal, the sense of achievement that arises from successful completion of the subgoal might liberate or license the person to pursue an alternate-or even competing-goal rather than other subgoals associated with the original superordinate goal (Amir and Ariely 2008; Fishbach and Dhar 2005; Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang 2006; see also Camerer et al. 1997; Heath, Larrick, and Wu 1999; Khan and Dhar 2006; Read, Loewenstein, and Rabin 1999) . For example, Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang (2006) find that participants who had completed an exercise subgoal on the path toward the superordinate goal of being fit were subsequently less likely to prefer eating healthy food than participants who did not complete the subgoal. Moreover, this effect was reversed when participants were explicitly cued with a reminder of their superordinate fitness goal. Thus, it appears that a focus on subgoal attainment can lead to neglect of the superordinate goal.
Although previous research has examined the negative motivational effects arising from the sense of achievement obtained by completing a subgoal, theory suggests that the sense of achievement attached to completing a discrete subgoal should also have positive motivational effects on goal pursuit. In particular, the law of effect (Thorndike 1898) , which states that rewarded behaviors tend to be repeated, indirectly implies that the intrinsic reward associated with completing a subgoal might motivate people to continue goal pursuit. In this way, goal pursuit might become selfreinforcing, intensifying with the completion of additional subgoals. Thus, theory suggests that subgoal completion is likely to have both negative and positive motivational implications for superordinate goal persistence.
Temporal Dynamics of Subgoal Completion and Goal Persistence
Although research has identified both positive and negative motivational effects of subgoal completion on overall goal persistence, the practical significance of these findings for specific kinds of goals has not been extensively explored. In particular, many important goals (e.g., losing weight, getting out of debt, learning a trade) are pursued over long time horizons. Consequently, the motivational processes that are strongest in the immediate aftermath of subgoal completion might be less relevant for the pursuit of such goals than processes that persist or strengthen with time. Thus, understanding how the processes elicited by subgoal completion vary over time is important when structuring the pursuit of long-duration goals.
Some of the effects of subgoal completion on goal persistence are likely to be more transient than others (for summary analysis, see Table 1 ). In particular, the demotivational effects of subgoal completion arise from a focus on the subgoal and from a sense of achievement upon its completion; such effects are likely to be strongest in the immediate aftermath of subgoal completion and to then attenuate over time as attention presumably shifts back to the superordinate goal. Similarly, the positive reinforcement resulting from the intrinsic sense of reward associated with subgoal completion results from a focus on the completed subgoal and is thus similarly likely to be temporary.
In contrast, some processes by which subgoal completion increases goal persistence are likely to persist or even strengthen with increasing temporal distance from a completed subgoal. In particular, the positive motivational effect of increased self-efficacy evoked by completed subtasks is likely to be relatively stable because it reflects a person's belief in his ability to make progress toward-and ultimately attain-the superordinate goal. That is, a person's completed subgoals serve as testament to her ability to complete the superordinate goal both in the immediate aftermath of subgoal completion and subsequently.
Moreover, as a completed subgoal recedes into the past and attention shifts back to the superordinate goal, the superordinate goal should again become the more salient reference point. Consequently, over time, the more salient construal of the completed subgoal is likely to be that the person has made progress toward the superordinate goal rather than that the person has attained the subgoal (and can therefore rest on his or her laurels). This construal of the completed subgoal as representative of progress toward an overall goal can be expected to lead to increased superordinate goal persistence (i.e., as greater perceived progress leads to a steeper goal gradient).
Finally, as temporal distance increases from a completed subgoal, its completion should be more likely to be construed as a sign of commitment to the superordinate goal, thereby motivating increased goal persistence. This is because greater temporal distance from an event tends to focus attention on higher-order, relatively abstract aspects of the event (Liberman and Trope 1998; Trope and Liberman 2003) . Given that goal commitment relates to the higherlevel reason for goal pursuit (i.e., the "why"), people are more likely to view distant versus proximate completed subgoals as indicative of commitment to their goal (Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang 2006) . Consistent with this reasoning, Fishbach, Dhar, and Zhang (2006) find in a vignette study that, when participants imagined making progress toward a goal in the distant (vs. proximate) future, they were more likely to focus on their commitment to the goal and more likely to express interest in pursuing additional activities related to the goal.
In summary, we surmise that the negative consequences of subgoal completion for superordinate goal persistence (and one of the positive consequences) are likely to be limited to the immediate aftermath of subgoal completion. Conversely, most of the positive motivational consequences of subgoal completion (i.e., increased self-efficacy with respect to the overall goal, a steeper goal gradient with respect to the overall goal, and increased commitment to the overall goal) are likely to persist or even strengthen over time. Thus, even though subgoal completion is often demotivating in the short run, we posit that the temporal dynamics of subgoal completion are likely to lead to a motivating effect on overall goal pursuit on a longer time scale. This discussion leads to our second hypothesis: H 2 (General): All else being equal, as the fraction of discrete subgoals completed increases, so does a person's likelihood of attaining an overall goal. H 2 (Application): All else being equal, as the fraction of total debt accounts paid off increases, so does a person's likelihood of eliminating his debts.
CONSUMER DEBT SETTLEMENT Consumers who decide they want to reduce or eliminate their debts face a range of options. At one extreme, there are consumers who can afford to pay off their debts over time from savings and income without any changes to the structure of their debts; this strategy typically requires substantial lifestyle changes (i.e., expense reduction) on the part of the consumer. At the other extreme, there are consumers who choose to walk away from their debts, either by defaulting or by declaring bankruptcy. Between these extremes lie several alternatives.
Debt consolidation allows consumers to take out a single loan, which is then used pay off their other debt balances. The interest rate on this loan is typically lower than that on many if not all of the original balances, but, to obtain this lower interest rate, the loan must be secured by the consumer's assets, usually home equity. Thus, while secured debt consolidation can reduce a consumer's monthly payments, it can also put home equity at risk if she fails to meet the obligations.
Another alternative is credit counseling, which typically involves instituting a debt management plan. These plans are managed by a credit counselor and require consumers to make a single monthly payment to the counselor. The counselor subsequently disburses funds to creditors, typically at a lower monthly payment level than the consumer's previous payments (because the counselor is able to negotiate a reduced interest rate). While attractive, potential downsides of credit counseling involve (1) a long repayment period, (2) relatively small monthly payment reductions, and (3) a lower credit rating. Table 1 TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF MOTIVATION AFTER SUBGOAL
COMPLETION
Debt settlement, also known as debt relief or credit advocacy, is another option, and it falls between credit counseling and bankruptcy in terms of the efficacy of eliminating debt and the negative effects on a consumer's credit. Designed for consumers who cannot afford to make monthly minimum payments to creditors, debt settlement plans have consumers stop making those payments and instead enlist the assistance of a debt settlement firm. The debt settlement program requires them to make a single monthly payment to a specially created personal savings account at a bank that serves as a dedicated account provider. The consumer designates that the bank give the debt settlement firm access to information regarding the transactions on the account (i.e., monthly deposits), and, equipped with this information, the debt settlement firm negotiates with the consumer's creditors to reduce the balance due on the consumer's debts. Reductions typically amount to approximately half the outstanding balance, which, in recent years, equates to approximately $3,000-$13,000 per customer across the entire customer base or $8,000-$19,000 per customer across those customers who successfully complete the program; the money saved in the account goes toward paying off these reduced balances. Overall, a debt settlement program typically takes three to four years until all debt is eliminated.
Several aspects of the debt settlement program make debt settlement data particularly suitable for studying whether closing accounts-regardless of their balance size-affects persistence in the goal of eliminating a consumer's debts. First, in addition to knowing the transactions associated with and the balance of the consumer's savings account, the debt settlement firm also has access to information regarding each of the consumer's outstanding credit card balances, thereby providing the firm with a picture of the consumer's overall progress toward eliminating debt. Second, the decisions regarding which accounts to negotiate and close at which times are made by the debt settlement firm rather than the consumer. 2 In deciding which accounts to negotiate and settle at a given time, the debt settlement firm takes account of several factors-namely (1) the relationships of the consumer's account representative (assigned by the debt settlement firm to settle a given client's accounts) with various creditors, (2) the ongoing negotiations of the debt settlement firm in general (i.e., independent of the individual account representative) with creditors over bulk settlement of multiple client accounts, and (3) the amount the consumer has saved to date. Because the decision to negotiate and close a particular account is made by the debt settlement firm rather than the consumer, potential biases are greatly reduced, thereby approximating a natural experiment (in which the treatment is the number or fraction of closed accounts and the outcome is the likelihood of total debt elimination). Third, consumers' monthly payment is a function of their total outstanding initial balance and, therefore, does not depend on the number of accounts they hold. This further eliminates biases and enhances the quasiexperimental nature of the setting. Fourth, virtually all accounts can be settled (i.e., small accounts are neither easier nor harder to settle than are large accounts), thus reducing potential confounds with closing large versus small balances. Finally, in a debt settlement program (and in contrast to debt repayment schemes), accounts are either open or closedthere are no partial settlements-thus helping isolate the effect of closing accounts on consumers' goal persistence.
DATA
Our unique data set comes from a leading debt settlement company, which has settled debts on behalf of clients numbering in the hundreds of thousands. In particular, we have access to data from a random sample of 5943 clients who enrolled prior to January 1, 2007, and have since withdrawn, either successfully (i.e., paid off all balances in full) or unsuccessfully (i.e., left one or more balances not paid off in full). 3 The principal data set consists of data from 4169 of the 5943 clients who successfully settle at least one account. Settling one account indicates that the debt settlement program is under way, and, as the data indicate, a nontrivial fraction of clients (i.e., [5943 − 4169]/5943 = 30%) withdraw before the debt settlement firm has had the opportunity to negotiate even one debt on behalf of the client. Table 2 presents a sample of our initial client-level data. For each of the 5943 clients, we know the date of enrollment, the total enrolled balance, and the number of accounts over which the enrolled balance was split. In addition, we know how the total debt was split over those accounts. For example, Client 2's $12,602 initial debt was split over eight accounts each totaling $500, $3,739, $800, $1,731, $2,596, $1,795, $736, and $705.
In addition to this initial client-level data, we also have an event history for each of the 4169 clients for whom the program gets under way (e.g., for Client 2's data, see Table  3 ). This data set provides a running history of the settlements that the firm has negotiated on behalf of the client. For example, no settlement events occurred for Client 2 in the first three months. Client 2's first account, a balance of $500, was settled during the fourth month after enrollment, and this balance was settled for $250, one-half the initial amount. In the fifth month, two additional balances totaling $2,531 were settled for $1,567. Five more months passed without a settlement, and then two accounts were settled in the 11th month. By the 27th month, all eight of Client 2's balances had been settled, indicating successful completion of the 2 The law requires that consumers approve and sign off on all settlements negotiated by the debt settlement firm. However, consumers refuse approval on less than .5% of proposed settlements so such refusals are negligible. 3 Because it typically takes several years to successfully complete the debt settlement process, it is necessary to consider only clients who enrolled in years past. Including clients who enrolled in the present year or very recent years would bias the sample toward those who enrolled and dropped out unsuccessfully. program (i.e., if the number of settled accounts is less than the number of initial accounts in the terminal month of this client-level event history data, that indicates that the client withdrew from the debt settlement program unsuccessfully).
To provide an overall sense of the debt data, we present the distributions of the debt variables in Figure 1 . As the figure indicates, all three groups of clients (i.e., those who never get under way, those who get under way but ultimately fail to eliminate their debt, and those who get under way and ultimately succeed in eliminating their debt) have similar distributions for the enrolled balance and enrolled accounts, with typical values being $14,000-$31,000 of total debt spread out over four to seven accounts.
When we consider the distributions of settled balances, settled accounts, and negotiated balances, the three groupsby construction-tend to differ. By definition, the "Never Under Way" group settles zero accounts and consequently has a zero settlement balance and a zero negotiated balance. Not surprisingly, the group that is ultimately successful tends to have larger values for these three variables than the group that ultimately fails. Finally, we note that the distributions of enrolled balance (accounts) and settled balance (accounts) for the group that is ultimately successful are, by definition, the same.
Using the data presented in Figure 1 , we can thoroughly examine how settlements affect the likelihood of a successful completion of the program. In particular, we can compare and contrast how the ratio of the dollar balance of the closed accounts to the total debt level-which represents the absolute progress toward the superordinate goal implied by completion of subgoals (i.e., the subject of H 1 )-affects the probability of successfully completing the debt settlement program versus how the ratio of the number of closed accounts to the total number of debt accounts-which represents the fraction of discrete subgoals completed on the path toward the superordinate goal (i.e., the subject of H 2 )-affects this probability.
METHODS AND RESULTS

Debt Settlement and Identification
Imagine that two clients, Client A and Client B, enroll in the debt settlement program on the same day. Furthermore, imagine that these two clients are alike in every possible way. In particular, suppose that, upon enrollment, their enrolled balances are identical (e.g., they each enroll with one $6,000 debt, one $2,000 debt, and two $1,000 debts). Using these two clients as exemplars, we discuss the debt settlement process and our strategy for estimating the role of the fraction of accounts paid on the likelihood of successfully completing the debt settlement program.
First, because Client A and Client B have the same total debt (i.e., $10,000), each month they will deposit the same amount of money into their personal savings account at the bank that serves as a dedicated account provider. Consequently, both clients will be building up capital to pay down debts at the same rate. Now, suppose that after one year of enrollment, the debt settlement firm negotiates settlements for each client. In particular, suppose that the two $1,000 balances of Client A are settled and the single $2,000 balance of Client B is settled. Table 4 depicts such an outcome.
In this scenario, the two clients have identical debt profiles, and both have settled $2,000/$10,000 (or 20%) of their debt one year after enrollment. However, Client A has closed 2/4 (or 50%) of his accounts whereas Client B has closed only 1/4 (or 25%) of her accounts. The question of interest for us is whether Client A is more likely to successfully complete the program than Client B. In the context of 492 JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH, AUGUST 2012 Notes: The median of each variable is given by the dot, and 50% and 95% intervals are given by the thick and thin lines, respectively. The three groups have similar distributions of enrolled balances and enrolled accounts. For settled balances, settled accounts, and negotiated balances, the "Never Under Way" group is by definition fixed at zero; not surprisingly, the "Success" group has stochastically larger distributions for these three variables than the "Failure" group.
this pair, we can begin to answer this question by examining the data to determine whether (1) both Client A and Client B successfully completed the debt settlement program, (2) Client A successfully completed the program but Client B failed to do so, (3) Client A failed to complete the program but Client B did so successfully, or (4) both Client A and Client B failed to complete the program.
If we could construct perfect matched pairs for clients as we hypothetically outlined here, we could examine the frequency of each of the four outcomes. If the preponderance was like the second outcome, we could conclude that settling a greater fraction of the enrolled accounts (beyond the settled fraction of the enrolled dollar value of the accounts) leads to a greater likelihood of successfully completing the debt settlement program. In reality, it is impossible to construct such perfect matched pairs. However, using a regression model, we can approximate this matching process. Before turning to that, however, we first analyze our data in an exploratory manner.
Exploratory Data Analysis
We begin the discussion of our results by presenting some initial stylized facts about the data and then performing some preliminary analyses. We then delve into a more rigorous model-based analysis of the active clients. A client is defined as "active" in month t > 0 if (1) at least one account was settled for some ≤ t and (2) at least one further account is settled for some > t. This definition is important because it identifies the set of clients on behalf of which the debt settlement firm is actively and successfully negotiating. Clients who have not yet had one account settled (i.e., those who do not meet condition 1) are in the preliminary stages of the program; furthermore, for these clients, there is no variation between the dollar and number of settled balances, because both are zero. In contrast, clients with no settlements left (i.e., those who do not meet condition 2) are those who have either completed successfully or withdrawn unsuccessfully; as with those clients in the preliminary stages of the program, for clients in the former group, there is no variation between the dollar and number of settled balances because both are at the enrolled level.
In Figure 2 , Panel A, we examine the number of active clients according to the time from enrollment. As the figure indicates, at any given time, no more than 2614 of the 4169 clients are active. Four years from enrollment, 95.3% of the clients in the database are inactive and, therefore, have either successfully completed the program or have withdrawn unsuccessfully (99.0% of the clients in our database have completed or withdrawn four years after their first settlement).
In Figure 2 , Panel B, we determine the probability of successful completion according to the time from enrollment. The overall probability of successful completion is 43.2% (i.e., 43.2% of clients who get under way with the debt settlement program successfully complete it) and is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. As the figure shows, this probability steadily increases as a client remains active for more than four months. (The early decrease is likely due to small samples in the first few months and also that some clients withdraw in the first few weeks or months of the program because they realize it is not suited to them.)
We begin our analysis by investigating the data on the 2609 clients who are active one year after enrollment. Specifically, we are interested in whether the number ratio (defined as the number of accounts settled by time t [here, one year] divided by the number of accounts enrolled) can predict successful completion of the program. In particular, we are interested in how well this variable predicts successful completion compared to and even conditional on the dollar ratio (defined as the sum of the initial balances of the accounts settled by time t [here, one year] divided by total balance enrolled).
We conduct a preliminary analysis of this phenomenon in Figure 3 , Panel A. For all clients who are active one year after enrollment, we calculate the number ratio and dollar ratio at that time. Then, we group these clients according to quintiles of each variable and plot the probability of successful completion plus or minus one standard error for each of the 25 groups. The first graph in Figure 3 , Panel A, shows that when we condition on the fraction of initial balance settled being in the bottom 20%, there is a substantial increase in the probability of successful completion as the fraction of the initial number of debts increases, dramatically rising from approximately 35% in the lowest group to approximately 80% in the highest group. A similar pattern generally holds across all graphs in Figure 3 , Panel A: Conditional on the dollar ratio (quintile), an increase in the number ratio (quintile) correlates with a higher probability of successful completion. In Figure 3 , Panel B, we conduct the complementary analysis: We examine how the probability of successful completion varies when the dollar ratio quintile increases while the number ratio quintile is held fixed. As the figure demonstrates, there does not appear to be any clear association within or across the bottom graphs. That is, conditional on the fraction of accounts paid off, the probability of success does not increase when a greater dollar percentage of debt is paid off.
Model
To formalize and extend the analysis presented here, we again work with data from the 2609 clients active one year from enrollment and examine how the dollar ratio and number ratio affect the probability of successfully completing the debt settlement program. In particular, we performed four logistic regressions: leaving both dollar ratio and number ratio out (the null model, Model 0), using each variable alone (Model 1D and Model 1N), and using both variables together (the "saturated" model, Model 2). Table 5 presents our results, which have several striking features. For example, both variables are highly statistically significant when analyzed on their own. When used jointly, however, only number ratio is statistically significant.
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PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION BY NUMBER AND DOLLAR RATIO QUINTILES
A: Probability of Successful Completion by Number Ratio Quintile Conditional on Dollar Ratio Quintile B: Probability of Successful Completion by Dollar Ratio Quintile Conditional on Number Ratio Quintile
Notes: Consumers are placed in "bins" corresponding to the quintile of their number ratio and dollar ratio one year from enrollment. For each bin, the fraction of consumers who complete the program successfully is given by the dot, and plus or minus one standard error is represented by the vertical bar. The overall success rate of 43.2% is represented by the dashed horizontal line. For a fixed level of the dollar ratio quintile, an increase in the number ratio quintile is associated with increased probability of successful completion. For a fixed level of the number ratio quintile, the dollar ratio quintile has no clear association with probability of successful completion. We can formalize these results using the deviance of the various models (the deviance of a model is equal to -2 log-likelihood). When one model is a nested subcase of another model (e.g., Model 0 is a nested subcase of Model 1D because Model 0 is Model 1D with the parameter on dollar ratio fixed at zero), the deviance of the reduced model minus the deviance of the larger model is distributed as a 2 k random variable, where k, the degrees of freedom, is equal to the number of fixed parameters. Both Model 1D and Model 1N make large and highly statistically significant improvements over the null Model 0. That said, Model 1N constitutes a larger improvement: It reduces the deviance by 135.2 relative to Model 0, whereas Model 1D reduces the deviance by only 60.0 relative to Model 0.
The analysis presented in the previous paragraph examines each variable (i.e., dollar ratio and number ratio) entirely on its own. It is more important to consider how they jointly predict the probability of a successful completion and, in particular, the explanatory power of one variable conditional on the other variable being in the model. This is accomplished by comparing Model 1D and Model 1N with Model 2: When we add number ratio to the regression containing dollar ratio, the deviance improves dramatically, from 3549.4 to 3473.7. In contrast, when we add dollar ratio to the regression containing number ratio, there is a mere .5 improvement in the deviance (not statistically significant). This suggests that in the presence of dollar ratio, number ratio is a useful predictor; however, in the presence of number ratio, dollar ratio is not.
Thus far, we have examined the effect of dollar ratio and number on the probability of successful completion. However, our data set contains a much richer set of variables that might potentially affect the probability of success. We study the impact of these variables on our results in two stages, beginning with an initial set of covariates that are known on the day a client enrolls in the debt settlement program. These initial covariates serve to describe the initial debt load with which each client enrolls. In particular, because we have the dollar value of each debt for each client, we augment our models by considering five additional covariates: the natural logarithm of the total amount of initial debt, the number of accounts across which that debt is spread, the average debt (in thousands of dollars), the standard deviation of the debts (in thousands of dollars), and the entropy of the debts (like standard deviation, entropy is a measure of dispersion). By controlling for these covariates, which describe each client's initial debt load, we more closely approximate the matching discussed in the "Debt Settlement and Identification" subsection.
We add these five variables to each of the four regressions from Table 5 and present the new results in Table 6 . The initial covariates contribute a great deal to the explanatory power of the model, as is evident by comparing the deviance for a given model in Table 6 with its analogue in Table 5 . Nonetheless, the pattern we observed in Table 5 holds for the models presented in Table 6 : (1) Dollar ratio and number ratio each improve the null Model 0, (2) number ratio improves it substantially more than dollar ratio does, (3) dropping dollar ratio from the saturated Model 2 model has a small and statistically insignificant impact, and (4) dropping number ratio has a large and statistically significant impact. Again, in the presence of dollar ratio, number ratio is a useful predictor; however, in the presence of number ratio, dollar ratio is not.
As a further test, we added two more variables to the model, which we term our "contemporaneous debt covariates." These variables are contemporaneous in the sense that they are not known on the date the client enrolls in the debt settlement program; rather, like dollar ratio and number ration, they are only known t (here, 12) months from enrollment. The two variables we consider are the number of months since a client's last settlement and the negotiated ratio (i.e., the total amount a client has paid for debts thus far settled divided by the sum of the initial balances of those debts). We included these variables because the recency of a successful settlement and the magnitude of successful settlements relative to the enrolled amounts could plausibly affect a person's motivation to persist in a goal. Table 7 presents the results of these models one year from enrollment.
As with the initial debt variables, these contemporaneous variables add to the explanatory power of the model. Nonetheless, however, the now-typical pattern emerges: (1) Dollar ratio and number ratio each improve the null Model 0, (2) number ratio improves it more, (3) dropping dollar ratio from the saturated Model 2 model does not affect the model substantially or significantly, and (4) dropping number ratio does affect Model 2 substantially and significantly. Again, in the presence of dollar ratio, number ratio is a useful predictor; however, in the presence of number ratio, dollar ratio is not.
In summary, we conclude that our results support H 2 (i.e., all else being equal, as number ratio increases, so does the likelihood of completing the debt elimination program). However, they do not support H 1 (i.e., that, all else being equal, as dollar ratio increases, so does the likelihood of completing the debt elimination program). Although an increased dollar ratio does significantly correlate with an increased likelihood of successfully completing the debt settlement program when it is considered marginally as well as in the presence of our initial and contemporaneous covariates, when we controlled for number ratio, dollar ratio is not a significant predictor.
Robustness
While our findings are consistent under the three different covariate specifications shown in Tables 5-7 , we subjected them to several additional tests. In this section, we briefly review several of them to further demonstrate the robustness of our results. First and foremost, the findings presented in the "Model" subsection consider a static picture, which includes only the 2609 clients who are active one year after enrollment. Consequently, idiosyncrasies pertaining to either (1) the time period one year after enrollment or (2) the particular 2609 active clients could be responsible for our results. Therefore, we more fully investigate the phenomena under consideration by using all possible time periods after enrollment for all 4169 clients.
In particular, we fit Model 0, Model 1D, Model 1N, and Model 2 (1) at every possible month after enrollment, (2) using the clients who are active at that month, and (3) using all three covariate specifications (i.e., no covariates, initial debt covariates, and initial and contemporaneous debt covariates). We compare the deviances of these models in Figure 4 (for coefficient estimates and 95% confidence intervals, see the Appendix). The solid and dashed curves represent the change in deviance as dollar ratio and number ratio, respectively, are added to the null Model 0 (top) or subtracted from the saturated Model 2 (bottom). As all six plots demonstrate, our findings are stable. First, each variable makes a highly statistically significant improvement to the null model, as indicated by both the solid and dashed curves in the top graphs appearing well above the 99% statistical significance threshold represented by the dash-dot line. Second, number ratio results in a markedly larger improvement. Third, as the bottom graphs show, number ratio provides a dramatic and highly statistically significant improvement to models containing dollar ratio, but dollar ratio does not generally improve models that already contain number ratio. Fourth, these patterns hold regardless of the covariate specification. The consistency of these results is striking.
Second, we wanted to confirm that the results of Figure 4 were not sensitive to the assumption of linearity employed throughout. Therefore, we conducted two tests that allowed for nonlinearity. The first test involved replacing the linear dollar ratio and number ratio terms in our regression with binary variables indicating the quintiles of dollar ratio and number ratio. All results remained qualitatively the same. The second test for nonlinearities took a different approach. Rather than employing rough functions such as indicator functions of quantiles, we instead used smooth cubic Bsplines (De Boor 1978; Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman 2009 ) with five degrees of freedom. Again, all results (i.e., those depicted in Figure 4 ) remained qualitatively the same.
Third, we wanted to check whether our results were due to the definition of "active" we used. Consequently, we altered the definition such that a client is defined as "active" in month t > 0 if (1) at least one account was settled for some ≤ t and (2) he has not successfully completed the program for some ≤ t. The difference in this definition and the original one is that it keeps people who have unsuccessfully withdrawn from the program as active (people who successfully withdraw become inactive upon debt completion, as before). Again, all qualitative conclusions remained the same.
The Starting Problem
As a final consideration, we examined whether our data had any bearing on a somewhat different question. Thus far, we have examined whether the completion of a subgoal (i.e., settling an account) leads to a greater likelihood of total goal completion (i.e., settling all accounts) regardless of the difficulty of the goal (i.e., balance size of the settled balance). Briefly, we consider whether the mere existence of a relatively achievable subgoal enhances the likelihood of early goal persistence.
People often have difficulty summoning motivation in the beginning stages of pursuit of a large goal, a notion termed "the starting problem" by Heath, Larrick, and Wu (1999; see also Locke et al. 1990 ). Researchers believe that one of the main benefits of dividing a goal into subgoals is that breaking a large, daunting task into smaller, relatively more manageable and more proximal tasks can promote goal initiation and persistence (Heath, Larrick, and Wu 1999; Sutton 2010; Weick 1984) . For example, in a scenario study, Heath, Larrick, and Wu (1999) find that people believe a runner with a goal of running 1000 miles over three months is more likely to persist in the early stages of goal pursuit when the runner thinks of the goal in terms of running 11 miles a day than in terms of running 330 miles a month. Similarly, in an article titled "Small Wins," Weick (1984) argues that large social problems are too enormous and overwhelming to tackle without breaking them down into more manageable steps. Likewise, Sutton (2010b) argues that "big, hairy, audacious goals" are often too large and daunting to usefully guide practical action (see also Sutton 2010a). This discussion suggests the following hypothesis:
H 3 (General): All else being equal, as the size of the smallest subgoal relative to the overall goal increases, a person's likelihood of initiating goal pursuit decreases. H 3 (Application): All else being equal, as the size of a person's smallest debt relative to her overall debt increases, her likelihood of settling one or more accounts decreases.
To examine this question, we consider the full data set of 5943 clients (i.e., the 4169 who settled one or more accounts and the 1774 who withdrew before settling a single account). We grouped clients by the size of their smallest debt relative to their total debt into bins of width 2.5% and computed the fraction who ever became active (i.e., ever settled a single account) and were therefore eligible to complete the program successfully. As Figure 5 indicates, the existence of a relatively achievable subgoal enhances the likelihood of settling an account: Those with large initial balances relative to total debt load are much less likely to become active and therefore succeed. We test this hypothesis more precisely in Table 8 . Having a larger minimum debt relative to total debt (i.e., a less achievable subgoal) leads to lower likelihood of becoming active, as Model 1 shows. Model 2 presents a further test of this hypothesis, demonstrating that a larger minimum debt relative to total debt leads to lower likelihood of becoming active even when we control for our array of initial debt covariates. (Because we are modeling the probability of becoming active at time of enrollment, contemporaneous debt covariates, by definition, cannot exist.)
Although we have implicitly controlled for the dollar value of the minimum debt (it is included in total debt), we have not explicitly controlled for it, and it is possible that the dollar value of the minimum debt might have a different effect on the likelihood of becoming active than the total dollar value of debt. Moreover, it is possible that controlling for it would mitigate the statistically significant effect of the minimum debt relative to total debt. We test this possibility in Model 3, and indeed, the dollar value of the minimum debt has a statistically significantly different effect on the likelihood of becoming active from the effect of the total dollar value of debt. Nonetheless, the effect of minimum debt relative to total debt remains statistically significant and negative. Thus, we conclude that there is evidence that the mere existence of achievable subgoals motivates early goal persistence.
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Figure 4 CHANGE IN DEVIANCE OVER NULL AND SATURATED MODELS BY MONTH
A: Change in Deviance Over Null Model by Month B: Change in Deviance from Saturated Model by Month
Notes: Panel A shows the change in deviance from the null model, and Panel B shows the change in deviance from the saturated model. The left graphs plot the change in deviance for models that use no covariates other than an intercept, dollar ratio, and number ratio; the middle graphs for models that also include initial debt level covariates; and the right graphs for models that include both initial and contemporaneous debt covariates. The change in deviance when dollar ratio (number ratio) is added to the model is represented by the solid (dashed) curve. When the curve is above the dashed (dash-dot) horizontal line, the change in deviance is statistically significant at the 95% (99%) level. 
DISCUSSION
Summary
The principal goal of this research is to illuminate the effect of completing subgoals on superordinate goal persistence. We performed our investigation in a unique context involving real-world behavior over a time horizon measured in years and with high-stakes consequences for the people involved. Specifically, we examined the effect of closing debt accounts on a debt elimination goal. Our main finding is that closing off debt accounts is predictive of a person eliminating debts at any point during participation in a debt settlement program-even when controlling for dollar balances of the closed accounts. Indeed, the fraction of debt accounts paid off appears to be a better predictor of whether the consumer eliminates his debts than the fraction of the total dollar debt paid off, despite the latter being a relatively more objective measure of progress toward the debt elimination goal. More striking still, the dollar balance of closed debt accounts was not predictive of debt elimination when accounting for the fraction of debt accounts closed.
The Role of Goal Pursuit Context
Our findings highlight the complex interplay of psychological factors that influence goal persistence. Whereas some recent research has focused predominantly on the demotivational effects of subgoal completion, we found a robust positive effect of subgoal completion on goal persistence. Thus, it is worth speculating on what caused the divergence between our findings and those of prior research. We do so by considering differences in the contexts in which the investigations were performed.
A notable difference in context between our investigation and prior research on subgoal completion is the time horizon involved. We examined goal persistence over a long time horizon, whereas past research has focused on goal persistence in the immediate aftermath of subgoal completion. Thus, as we discussed in the section "Temporal Dynamics of Subgoal Completion and Goal Persistence," the temporal dynamics of the processes through which subgoal completion affects superordinate goal persistence might explain the divergence between our findings and those of prior research.
However, there are other differences in context that could potentially explain the divergence in findings. One such difference is that prior research has typically been performed in contexts in which partial progress toward a goal still implies a degree of success. For example, a person might fail to reach the goal of completing a marathon or of losing 50 pounds but might nonetheless achieve some satisfaction from having run 20 miles or from having lost 30 pounds. In contrast, failing to complete a debt settlement program most often implies either bankruptcy or default; thus, partial progress might not be perceived as having value in and of itself. Therefore, in contrast to goals for which partial progress counts, all-or-none framing might not provide people with a license to disengage upon subgoal attainment (because nothing has truly been achieved until the ultimate goal is attained). Instead, in the context of all-or-none framing, subgoal completion might be more likely to be interpreted as a signal of commitment to the goal and might thereby increase motivation.
With respect to this account, Amir and Ariely (2008) examine the effects of discrete progress markers that functioned as "mere subgoals" (the attainment of which provided no value if participants did not also reach the ultimate goal). In this setting, the authors find diminished superordinate goal persistence (reflected by participants taking a longer time to reach the goal) when participants' goals were divided into subgoals than when their goals were not divided into subgoals. Nonetheless, Amir and Ariely's (2008) findings do not preclude the possibility that all-or-none framing contributed to our finding that completing discrete subgoals predicted goal attainment. A potentially important difference between our investigation and that of Amir and Ariely's is that in their experiments, all participants reached the ultimate goal and differed only in how fast they reached it. It may be that people construe a completed subgoal as a signal of commitment to the superordinate goal under all-or-none framing when reaching the goal is relatively difficult and distant (as in our investigation) but not when ultimately reaching the goal is a foregone conclusion (in which case, a person's commitment to the goal is less relevant).
In addition to potentially magnifying the effect of all-ornone framing on goal persistence, the relatively difficult and distant goal we investigated might have amplified the 498 JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH, AUGUST 2012 Notes: Consumers are placed in "bins" corresponding to their smallest debt size divided by their total debt size, where each bin is of size 2.5%. For each bin, the fraction of consumers who ever become active (i.e., settle at least one debt) is shown by the dot and plus or minus one standard error is represented by the vertical bar. The overall rate of becoming active (70.1%) is represented by the dashed horizontal line. As consumers have smaller debts relative to their initial total debt, they have a greater likelihood of becoming active. importance of self-efficacy in motivating goal pursuit compared with investigations involving relatively simple and immediate goals. This is because people's belief that they are capable of achieving their goal is likely to be more relevant to goal attainment in the context of a difficult and distant goal than in the context of a simple and relatively immediate goal. Thus, to the extent that subgoal completion promotes superordinate goal persistence through enhancing self-efficacy, subgoal completion can be expected to be more effective in promoting superordinate goal persistence in the context of a relatively difficult and distant goal than in the context of a simple and relatively immediate goal. Another potentially important distinction between our investigation and Amir and Ariely's (2008) prior work on subgoals is that they manipulated the number of subgoals into which their task was divided (finding that people tended to be slower to complete a task when it was divided into discrete subgoals), whereas we examined the effect of the fraction of subgoals that were completed. Indeed, in our main analysis, we controlled for the number of subgoals into which the overall goal was divided (i.e., we controlled for the initial number of debt accounts) while examining how the fraction of completed subgoals influenced goal persistence. Thus, it may be that completing subgoals per se does not lead to increased goal persistence but that increasing the fraction of completed subgoals (by serving as a proxy for progress) leads to increased goal persistence.
In this respect, a worthwhile question for further research might be to investigate how the number of subgoals into which a goal is divided affects goal persistence. Our finding with respect to the starting problem (i.e., that having an achievable subgoal predicts initial goal pursuit) suggests that breaking down a goal into smaller subgoals might increase goal persistence by creating a series of relatively achievable steps. Furthermore, it suggests that breaking a goal into a relatively large number of discrete subgoals will be particularly beneficial for the pursuit of more difficult goals (because the advantage of a series of relatively achievable steps is likely to be more relevant when goals are difficult). Conversely, it is imaginable that, beyond a point, dividing a task into a relatively large number of subgoals might lead to a demotivational effect on goal persistence because it may create the illusion of a relatively long distance to traverse to reach the overall goal. Moreover, if dividing a goal into a great many subgoals results in a relatively short distance between subgoals, a repeated demotivational effect in the immediate aftermath of each completed subgoal might overwhelm any long-term motivational boost of subgoal completion and may potentially lead to the diminished level of superordinate goal persistence that Amir and Ariely (2008) observe. 4 Notably, in our model, we find a slight negative effect of number of debt accounts on attaining a debt elimination goal (see Tables 6 and 7) ; however, this result should be treated with particular caution because the number of debt accounts with which participants enter the program might be confounded with goal persistence through selection bias (e.g., those entering the program with a large number of debt accounts might be less responsible than those entering with a relatively small number of debt accounts).
In summary, contextual factors are likely to interact in complex ways to influence the course of goal pursuit. As a result, attempting to isolate processes through which subgoal completion affects goal persistence is likely to be insufficient to yield useful predictions regarding the effect of completing subgoals on goal persistence. Rather, analyzing how contextual factors such as time, all-or-none framing, task difficulty, and the number of subgoals moderate the relative strength of the psychological processes evoked by subgoal completion is necessary. Building on the work of others, we have performed some of this analysis in the present research and provided some tentative conjectures with respect to contextual moderators of the effect of subgoal completion on superordinate goal persistence that are consistent with our data. Nevertheless, much further research is needed to fully elucidate the effects of completing subgoals on motivation.
Practical Implications
Although we performed our examination in the context of a debt elimination goal, it is reasonable to speculate how our findings might apply to a broader set of contexts. In particular, our results lead directly to the hypothesis that in the context of pursuing a long-term goal, completing a greater share of goal-related tasks will tend to increase the likelihood of goal completion. If true, a possible recommendation arising from our findings is that when pursuing a longterm goal, people should focus on checking items off their list rather than focus simply on making progress toward their goal in an absolute sense (e.g., effort expended as a share of total effort required to complete the goal). In practice, this might imply focusing on completing relatively short and simple goal-related tasks ahead of relatively long and complex goal-related tasks. Notably, recent managerially oriented research offers a similar perspective at the organizational level, suggesting that managers can signal progress and competence through collective "quick wins" (Van Buren and Safferstone 2009). In a related vein, visual progress indicators, which are useful in motivating people to complete a goal (Cheema and Bagchi 2011) , might be more effective in the context of a long-term goal when they display progress in terms of the share of tasks completed (e.g., a task checklist) rather than when they simply indicate the absolute progress made toward the goal.
Our findings also directly address how consumer psychology affects consumer behavior with respect to debt management. Consumers seem to believe that closing off debt accounts, regardless of balance size, is important in motivating them to persist in the goal of eliminating their debts . Likewise, the popular personal finance guru Dave Ramsey, while acknowledging that "the math" steers toward paying off higher-interest-rate accounts first, claims that his experience reveals that eliminating debts is "20 percent head knowledge and 80 percent behavior" and that people need "quick wins in order to stay pumped enough to get out of debt completely" (Ramsey 2009a ; see also Ramsey 2009b). Our finding that closing off debt accounts-independent of the dollar balances of the closed accounts-is predictive of eliminating debts hints that this intuition has a basis in reality. In particular, our findings suggest that, consistent with the recommendations of financial advisors such as Ramsey, maintaining motivation to eliminate debts over a long time horizon might necessitate small wins along the way.
Indeed, this finding appears practically important for debt reduction, as we illustrate in Figure 6 . Using our models estimated at each time period, we can simulate the chance that a client will complete the program under various debt settlement scenarios. In particular, holding the times of settlement and initial debt covariates constant, we consider three possibilities: (1) if the client were to always pay off the smallest remaining balance, (2) if the client were to always pay off a random remaining balance, and (3) if the client were to always pay off the largest remaining balance. The difference in the likelihood of successfully completing the debt settlement program under scenario 1 versus scenario 2 is illustrated by the solid line in Figure 6 and is substantial. For example, one year from enrollment, a client who has consistently paid down the smallest balances is 14% more likely to complete the program than one who paid down random balances. The difference is even more dramatic when we consider the smallest versus largest remaining balance strategies indicated by the dashed line.
Our findings also raise important policy questions. Currently, the U.S. government advises consumers to pay off their highest-interest-rate balances first (Federal Citizen Information Center 2011). Amar et al. (2011) make similar recommendations on the basis of normative principles. However, how can these normative prescriptions be reconciled with our findings suggesting a possible motivational boost acquired by closing debt accounts? Although it is undoubtedly true that when the interest rates and account balances of a given consumer's various debts diverge sufficiently, the benefits of engaging in the more rational strategy advocated by Amar et al. (2011) will outweigh the benefits of the extra motivation that is presumably acquired by closing debt accounts, the reverse might also often be the case. Perhaps the best option for policy makers is to simply inform consumers of both the rationally optimal approach to eliminate debt and the possible psychological benefits of closing account balances on persistence toward eliminating one's debts. Consumers can then make an informed decision. JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH, AUGUST 2012 Figure 6 SIMULATED DIFFERENCE IN PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION Notes: At each time period, the solid line shows the difference between probability of successful completion if clients always pay off the smallest remaining balance versus the probability of successful completion if clients pay off a random remaining balance. Similarly, the dashed line shows the difference between probability of successful completion if clients always pay off the smallest remaining balance verus the probability of successful completion if clients always pay off the largest remaining balance. Paying off the smallest remaining balance increases the probability of success. 
